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Abstract—Efficient implementation of machine learning appli-
cations on FPGAs often requires non-linear numerical functions
with a non-standard numerical precision that is not readily avail-
able from vendor provided standard libraries. While application-
specific designs of such functions can result in superior numerical
accuracy and area efficiency when compared to ad-hoc com-
position using vendor-provided primitives, the effort devoted to
this challenging task can hardly be portable to other similar
applications. In this work, we present an open source generator,
NnCore, for floating-point non-linear operator cores built using
fixed-point piecewise polynomial segments. The proposed frame-
work takes advantage of properties such as oddness/evenness
and intercept-at-origin, often found in the numerical functions
commonly used in machine learning applications, and applied
an improved segmentation algorithm that specifically handles
”outlier” segments, to reduce the required memory size for
storing polynomial coefficients. Experimental results show that,
at single-precision setting, NnCore generated cores use up to
65% fewer BRAMs, 63% fewer shift-registers, and runs at up
to 2.2× the clock speed, compare with cores generated from
a previous generic function generator. At half-precision, cores
can run around 1.2× higher clock speed while requiring higher
resource usage, or use a comparable number of resource but run
at 12% to 45% lower clock speed. The use of HLS C++ as output
format allows core integration into modern high-level workflow
such as Xilinx SDAccel.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a tremendous growth in in-
terest to offload deep convolutional neural network inference
and training on FPGA based custom computing machines
for performance and power-efficiency reasons. Despite this
widespread interest and the relatively regular nature of this
application domain, however, efforts that would have allowed
researchers to efficiently share, reuse and compare their re-
sults remain limited. Very often, researchers find themselves
reinventing common features in hardware, such as a sigmoid
activation function for a neural network, even when a very
similar design has already been implemented in a related work.
The need to reinvent may be a result of different requirements
in data precision, function accuracy, or performance, while
in many cases, it was merely because the source of the
related work is not readily available. This lack of design
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reuse has a significant impact on the designers’ productivity
and greatly hinders further innovation in the use of custom
computing machines in this application domain, especially
when application specific designs are needed to fully exploit
the potential of custom computing machines.

This work aims to help bridge this gap by introducing an
open-source [1] floating-point activation function generator
that is parameterizable and extensible. The proposed frame-
work, NnCore, is capable of generating a family of non-linear
functions that are commonly used as activation functions in
a range of neural network training and inference applications,
and can be extended to incorporate custom functions with rel-
ative ease. Not only are these functions commonly employed
in many applications, as complex non-linear functions, they
are also not immediately trivial for efficient implementation
in hardware. A common framework thus facilitates optimised
hardware implementation of these functions be easily reused
and retargeted for different applications.

From a technical point of view, the proposed framework
constructs floating-point operators using piecewise minimax-
polynomials with fixed-point coefficients. To accommodate
different application requirements, the framework allows users
to make a trade-off between resource consumption and op-
erator accuracy by specifying the maximum degree of the
underlying polynomial, and the bit-width of the operator as
input. It is, therefore, able to generate cores with standard
half/single-precision, or custom-precision with variable non-
standard mantissa and exponent width, which standard com-
mercial tools do not support but are important to develop
custom-made machine learning computing systems. In the
current version, the proposed framework is capable of gener-
ating the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) and its derivative (d’tanh),
sigmoid and its derivative (d’sigmoid), arc tangent (atan) and
its derivative (d’atan), rectified linear unit (ReLU) and its
variant ReLU6.

We thus consider the main contributions of this work is in
the following areas:
• We have developed an open-source floating-point core

generator for neural network activation functions and
their derivatives, which is more optimised for the target
function category than previous generic function genera-
tors;



TABLE I
AVAILABILITY OF VARIOUS MATH FUNCTIONS FROM VIVADO HLS

Data Type Avail. Acc.(ULP)
atan half Yes, since 2017.1 n/a

single/double Yes 2
custom No –

cosh half/double Yes, since 2017.1 n/a
single Yes 4
custom No –

exp half Yes, since 2017.1 n/a
single/double Yes Exact
custom No –

sigmoid – No –
sinh half/double Yes, since 2017.1 n/a

single Yes 6
custom No –

tanh half/single/double Yes, since 2017.1 n/a
custom No –

d’atan – No –
d’sigmoid – No –
d’tanh – No –

• The proposed generator provides HLS C++ outputs, al-
lowing more flexible resource/frequency trade-off during
logic synthesis, and seamless integration into modern
high-level tool-chain such as Xilinx SDAccel;

• We demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed framework
in producing high-quality non-linear arithmetic cores
with custom non-standard data precision for use in cus-
tom computing machines, which common commercial
tools fail to achieve. Generated operators are faithfully
rounded.

In the next section, related work in FPGA implementation
for neural network will first be introduced. The design of
the proposed framework will then be detailed in Section III,
Section IV and Section V. Experimental results that evaluate
the quality of the generated operators will be shown in
Section VI. At last, we conclude this work in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

Part of the purpose of this work is to fill in the empty IP
core space where factory provided IP cores do not exist for
certain target functions, or the accuracy or flexibility of such
IP cores do not meet the application’s requirement. Table I
illustrates the availability of some math cores from Xilinx.

For most functions, half-precision were only introduced
since version 2017.1 of Vivado HLS, where no accuracy
information was given in the documentation [2]. Accuracy
information provided in the table are hence obtained from the
2016.4 version documentation [3]. This also reflects another
problem, where users only with a license for older toolchains
would not be able to use the newly added cores.

It can be seen from the table that for all of the functions
included, only standard half/single/double-precision are sup-
ported, if available. No custom data-width is supported. Also,
the accuracy differs between different operations. if a user is
not aware of such difference while composing more complex
operations, e.g. composing tanh(x) from sinh(x)/cosh(x)
instead of exp(x), the composed operator may suffer from

suboptimal accuracy and resource usage, which we will show
in section VI.

Since the activation functions’ implementation is not the
focus for many neural network application research works, in
these works the activation functions tend to be approximated
very roughly, e.g. piecewise linear approximate with number
of segments from empirical experience [4][5][6][7], without
quantifying the consequence on the networks’ accuracy. Some
[8] also apply segmented minimax polynomial, which gives
better accuracy.

On the other hand, as there is a long history of research
on neural networks hardware, there are a large amount of
previous works on implementing the individual activation
functions in hardware, particularly tanh(x) and sigmoid(x)
as these were used since the early age of neural networks
[9][10][11][12][13]. However, these works tend to focus on
the resource reduction of a single function base of piecewise
linear methods, compromising on the function’s accuracy.

Works on more generic function evaluation, which is more
similar to this work, includes [14], [15] and [16].

In [14] a hierarchical segmentation method was proposed
to produce faithfully rounded segments, in an effort to reduce
table size compared to uniform segmentation approaches.
Fixed-point polynomials were used for evaluation, same as in
this work. However, the method targets fixed-point inputs and
was applied only to restricted input domains in the benchmarks
with degree-1 and degree-2 polynomials.

The work [15] and [16] used similar binade partitioning
approach and fixed-point polynomial approximation. However,
in [15] function accuracy was not a focus, and an acceptable
absolute error was used as one of the inputs to the generator.
It also did not support multi-modal functions generation.

In this work, we based our algorithm on the work of [16],
but added optimisations that are applicable to the category of
activation functions used in neural networks, which we will
discuss in section IV.

III. POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION OF ACTIVATION
FUNCTIONS

A. Function Evaluation by Polynomial Approximation

In general, function evaluation, usually studied for elemen-
tary transcendental functions for implementing math libraries,
includes the three steps: 1) range reduction, 2) evaluation, and
3) reconstruction. This is a well-studied topic with a long
history and rich amount of literature. Readers are referred to
materials like Muller’s book [17] for more information. Here
we only give a brief introduction.

Since it is hard to approximate a function over a large range
at a high accuracy, range reduction is usually used so that the
approximation would only need to be done in a relatively small
range. There are two kinds of reduction, including additive
reduction, where the reduced argument x∗ is equal to x −
kC, k being integer and C a constant, and the multiplicative
reduction, where x∗ equals x/Ck.

As an example, to implement the exponential function,
Tang [18] used the additive reduction with C = ln(2)/32,



such that the reduced argument x∗ has a small range of
[−ln(2)/64,+ln(2)/64].

The reconstruction step is to deduce f(x) back from f(x∗).
Take the above example, after we have an approximation p(r)
of ex

∗
, we then construct

ex = ex
∗+k·ln(2)/32

= 2k/32 · p(r)

This is a simplified version of what was given in [18], but
illustrates the idea of reconstruction.

The core of the three steps, the “evaluation” can be done by
using polynomial (or rational) approximations, with or without
tabulation, or by using shift-and-add algorithms like CORDIC.

In terms of hardware implementations, CORDIC based
methods are usually iterative, requires less resource usage
at the cost of performance. Polynomial estimations usually
provide a higher throughput of 1 output per cycle, or at a
configurable cycle-per-operation if resource sharing is built
into the design.

The simplest form of a polynomial approximation that most
people would have learnt is the Taylor series, but it does
not give good approximations since it only approximates the
target function around a particular point x. In fact, due to a
theory by Chebychev, a special polynomial that minimizes the
maximal error for approximation exist, known as the minimax
polynomial. The Remez Exchange Algorithm is used to find
minimax polynomials and is available in math packages like
Mathematica and Maple.

However, it should be noted that, there is no guarantee on
polynomial approximation being the most accurate, and that
for some functions in some domains, a rational approximation
can be superior over minimax approximation, like for the

√
x

function.

B. Activation Functions

Traditionally, the hyperbolic tangent and the sigmoid func-
tion, defined respectively as

tanh(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x

and
sigmoid(x) =

1

1 + e−x

have been used as activation functions in neural networks.
They share the feature of having a limited output range,
at [−1, 1] and [0, 1] respectively. The arc tangent function
tan−1(x) also have a similar curve and serve as an activation
function.

Recent works in the image processing area tends to use the
ReLU function, especially in CNNs,

ReLU(x) =

{
0 x < 0

x x ≥ 0

otherwise, there is no general rule, other than the experience
of previous works, on which activation functions should be
used in what applications. A variation of the ReLU, the

ReLU6, which equals min(max(x, 0), 6), is commonly found
in neural network packages like TensorFlow [19] and Torch
[20], and is also available in our generator.

There are also relatively new activation functions being
proposed like the Maxout [21] (which is not a simple math
function that takes a single numeric input, but more like an
extra layer) and the ELU [22], which were shown to perform
well in various applications.

Other than the activation functions, when training a network
using error back propagation, the derivatives of these activation
functions are needed, and so a processor hardware for the
training task will also need to have them implemented. The
1st order derivative of the hyperbolic tangent is

tanh′(x) = 1− tanh2(x)

, and that for sigmoid is

sigmoid′(x) = sigmoid(x)(1− sigmoid(x))

One can see that these derivatives are complex functions made
up of the original activation functions, and so an increase in
resource usage is expected when implemented by assembling
from multiple elementary functions.

From these formulations of activation functions and the
respective derivatives, one should be able to see that range
reduction is hard to apply since there is no obvious way to do
reconstruction.

IV. SEGMENT SEARCH ALGORITHM

A. Terminologies

Here we introduce some terminologies before we go further
into our algorithm. The floating-point numbers format used
follows that of FloPoCo [23], where the first 2-bits represents
the special numbers (±0,±∞,NaN), and regular numbers are
of the form:

s× 2e × (1 + f) where 0 ≤ f < 1, s ∈ {−1, 1}

and the bit of one in front of the significand is implicit, as
in IEEE floating-point numbers. We also refer to the binade
as the region of floating-point numbers that have the same
exponent value:

bin(x) = (sign(x), expnt(x))

The input domain is to be divided into segments Si, each of
which can be identified by its lower- and upper-bounds bSic
and dSie.

B. Algorithm

In this work, we implemented an algorithm similar to
Thomas’s work [16], and applied various optimisations that
are feasible for our target functions. The basic idea behind the
algorithm is to divide the input domain into segments base on
the input and output binade, such that each resulting segment
has a fixed input- and output- exponent pair, and so fixed-point
polynomial approximation can be applied on the significand.

Our overall approach is as follows:



1) Make single-binade segments base on the input domain.
2) Walk along segment domain and split segments if their

output crosses a binade.
3) Merge segments that have constant outputs of the same

value.
4) Split segments until they can be approximated by a

polynomial of degree d.
5) Split segments until they can be approximated by a

fixed-point polynomial of degree at most d.
6) Detect and split “outlier” segments that have larger-than-

average polynomial coefficients recursively.
7) Merge neighbouring segments if they have the same

input-output binade, and are given the same approxi-
mation polynomial.

8) Merge neighbouring segments that are assigned the
identity function, e.g. y = x, for approximation.

In the above flow, steps 3, 6, 7 and 8 are our optimisations
methods, while steps 1, 2, 4 and 5 are mostly adapted from
[16]. In step 1 we took advantage of the fact that many of
our target functions are odd or even, so we only need to build
the segments for the positive input domain in those cases,
and map the sign bit of the output in the generated hardware
accordingly.

In the original work of [16], after step 1 segments are
also split according to their monotonicity, but since our target
functions are mostly monotonic after taking advantage of their
odd/even properties, we did not adapt this splitting.

In step 2), we walk along the segment domain, check if the
output binade of the boundaries of segment S are equal, e.g.,

bin(f(bSc)) ≡ bin(f(dSe))

and split the segment if they are not. A binary search is applied
here to find the maximum x where

r ← max{x : bSc ≤ x ≤ dSe ∧ bin(f(x)) ≡ bin(bSc)}

is set as the upper bound of the newly split segment.
We introduced step 3) according to the properties of our

target functions. It is observed that many of the functions
described approaches a limit at the ends of the input domain,
and so a constant output can be set for a certain range of x. We
can merge the already-split segments, as long as they can share
the same output sign, exponent and the polynomial coefficients
in the lookup table, in this case being a single constant value.
This also saves runtime for the following steps of polynomial
approximations.

After these steps, the resulting segments are all flat in both
their domain and image, and we are ready to run fixed-point
approximations on them. However, the runtime will be very
slow if we do this directly at this stage, so approximations
with real-coefficient polynomials are applied in step 4.

Given a segment S, a transformation on the target function
ft is applied, such that the transformed function maps from
input significand to output significand, i.e. fs : [0, 1) 7→ [0, 1)
:

fs(x) = sr × 2−er × ft(sd × 2ed × (1 + x))− 1

where (sd, ed) = bin(bSc), (sr, er) = bin(ft(bSc)). This
transformed function is then used as the approximation target
for that segment.

Segments which have an approximation error errapprox >
2−ωF−3 is split, where ωF is the width of the significand, until
all segments can be approximated with such error bound. This
target serves as a heuristic to pre-split more segments, such
that the fixed-point approximation in the next step will be
easier. Since the purpose of this step is to speed up the overall
runtime, we only perform the approximation at the maximum
degree constraint by the user. The remez command from
Sollya [24] is used for this step, and the dirtyinfnorm
command for quick error estimation.

Then at step 5, we try to approximate the remaining seg-
ments with fixed-point polynomials, as shown in the algorithm
below. The while loop on line 5 serves as a heuristic, such that
a lower-powered polynomial has a higher priority to be chosen
first if it can reach the approximation error requirement. The
checking on line 14 induces another splitting of segments, in
the case where no polynomials were able to reach the error
constraint. Although not shown here, the fixapprox method
on line 6 also takes as input a list of formats, which is the
number of fractional bits in the coefficients of the requested
fixed-point minimax polynomial. The fpminimax and the
supnorm command of Sollya are used for finding the fixed-
point polynomial.

Algorithm 1 SegByFixPoly
1: while S4 6= ∅ do
2: S ← {s|s ∈ S4}
3: S4 ← S4/S
4: i← 0
5: while i ≤ d ∧ S 6= ∅ do
6: (poly, err)← fixapprox(fs, S, i)
7: if err ≤ 2−ωF−2 then
8: S5 ← S5 ∪ {(S, poly, err)}
9: S ← ∅

10: else
11: i← i+ 1
12: end if
13: end while
14: if S 6= ∅ then
15: m← round((bSc+ dSe)/2)
16: S4 ← S4 ∪ {{bSc..m}}
17: S4 ← S4 ∪ {{up(m)..dSe}}
18: end if
19: end while

Step 6 of the flow is one of the most critical steps we pro-
posed, for generating polynomials that requires a reasonable
amount of memory for the coefficients lookup table. During
the development process, we found that after finishing the first
5 steps, the fixed-point polynomial of some resulting segments
may contain coefficient of very large value above the integer
part. This, in turn, requires significantly wider bit-width in
each row in the coefficient ROM. We suspect the reason behind



this is that the said segment may contain a very short sub-
segment that is difficult to be approximated. This leads to
the remaining parts of the segment being approximated with
such a polynomial altogether. We call these segment “outliers”,
and our solution for this is to filter every segment after step 5,
and recursively split these outlier segments, whose polynomial
coefficients have a maximum width of integer part that is two
times larger than the average width.

In step 7, we try with least effort to merge any neighbouring
segments that have the same binade and the same polynomial
assigned. We do this because the binary splitting at steps 4,
5 and 6 may well be too pessimistic, since the boundary
created from splitting a segment will never be removed once
committed. But this is necessary for a fast runtime and good
user experience, and so in this step, we pay the minimum
effort trying to rescue some of these obvious cases.

In step 8 we perform an “identity function merging”, as
we see that for functions that pass through the origin, lots of
segments around x = 0 would be assigned the approximation
y = x when x is very small. Since the segments that will most
likely be merged due to this technique is often clustered around
0, usually only one resulting segment is left on the lookup-
table, and so we can hard-code these address information
into the control logic of the polynomial evaluator, without
increasing the bits to be stored in the coefficient lookup-table.

Table II shows the number of segments remaining after
each of the steps 5 (”SegByFixPoly”), 6 (”SplitOutliers”), 7
(”MergeByPoly”) and 8 (”MergeByX”). Table III shows the
average and the maximum number of integer bits in the fixed-
point coefficients of all polynomial segments before and after
step 6 (”SplitOutliers”).

From table II it is clear that the steps ”MergeByPoly” and
”MergeByX” are effective only for functions that pass through
the origin y = x = 0, which is as expected. The ”MergeByX”
step is capable of reducing segment counts by up to 35.8%,
which is quite significant.

Looking at both tables it can be seen that except for the
sigmoid function at half-precision and degree 4, the ”SplitOut-
liers” step only increased the number of segments by less than
12%, and reduced maximum coefficient bit-width of integer
part by up to 100%. This is important because the polynomial
coefficients are stored in ROM, with each segment occupying
for one row, and the bit-width decided by the one segment
with the highest power of polynomial and widest coefficient.
Reducing this maximum integer bit-width allow all segments
to be stored in a ROM with narrower bit-width.

V. CORE DESIGNS

Our floating-point function approximator is similar to that in
figure 1 of [16], consisting of ”segmentation”, ”table-lookup”
and ”fixed-point polynomial evaluation” stages. The difference
in ours, in particular, is that the evaluator reads also the
address to be used for table-lookup, compares its value against
a number of compile-time hard-coded values, to determine
whether the evaluation can be skipped, as mentioned in step
8 of section IV.

TABLE II
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS AFTER EACH ALGORITHM STAGE

Func. Impl. S5 SplitOutliers MergeByPoly MergeByX
segs. segs. %i segs. %d segs. %d

tanh

wf10d3 61 66 8.2 65 1.5 57 12.3
wf10d4 52 58 11.5 57 1.7 49 14.0
wf23d3 358 368 2.8 364 1.1 250 31.3
wf23d4 307 322 4.9 318 1.2 204 35.8

d’tanh

wf10d3 49 49 0 49 0 49 0
wf10d4 36 40 11.1 40 0 40 0
wf23d3 2044 2044 0 2044 0 2044 0
wf23d4 542 542 0 542 0 542 0

atan

wf10d3 67 72 7.5 71 1.4 63 11.3
wf10d4 62 69 11.3 68 1.4 60 11.8
wf23d3 448 459 2.5 455 0.9 341 25.1
wf23d4 357 373 4.5 369 1.1 255 30.9

d’atan

wf10d3 67 70 4.5 70 0 70 0
wf10d4 59 62 5.1 62 0 62 0
wf23d3 2937 2945 0.3 2945 0 2945 0
wf23d4 1160 1170 0.9 1170 0 1170 0

sigmoid

wf10d3 69 77 11.6 77 0 77 0
wf10d4 57 124 117.5 124 0 124 0
wf23d3 2109 2109 0 2109 0 2109 0
wf23d4 598 598 0 598 0 598 0

d’sigmoid

wf10d3 45 45 0 45 0 45 0
wf10d4 34 36 5.9 36 0 36 0
wf23d3 2013 2013 0 2013 0 2013 0
wf23d4 535 535 0 535 0 535 0

TABLE III
MAXIMUM NO. OF BITS IN THE INTEGER PART OF ALL FIXED-POINT

COEFFICENTS IN ALL SEGMENTS

Func. Impl. SegByFixPoly SplitOutliers
avg p max p max p %d

tanh

wf10d3 1 9 0 100
wf10d4 2 22 4 81.8
wf23d3 1 38 1 97.4
wf23d4 2 72 4 94.4

d’tanh

wf10d3 4 7 7 0
wf10d4 3 9 7 22.2
wf23d3 13 16 16 0
wf23d4 16 20 20 0

atan

wf10d3 1 9 1 88.9
wf10d4 1 17 3 82.4
wf23d3 1 38 2 94.7
wf23d4 1 72 3 95.8

d’atan

wf10d3 2 14 2 85.7
wf10d4 2 14 2 85.7
wf23d3 3 37 4 89.2
wf23d4 3 37 6 83.8

sigmoid

wf10d3 2 7 5 28.6
wf10d4 2 8 4 50
wf23d3 13 16 16 0
wf23d4 14 20 20 0

d’sigmoid

wf10d3 3 7 7 0
wf10d4 3 8 7 12.5
wf23d3 13 16 16 0
wf23d4 16 20 20 0

The segmentation module takes the whole floating-point
number as input, and returns the address of the corresponding
segment in the coefficient lookup table. The module is built
with k = dlog2(n)e comparators, each compares the input
x with a segment boundary read from register, effectively
performing a binary segment search, with each stage recover-
ing one bit of the segment address output. It also checks the
boundary value against hard-coded maximum, such that it can
accept any segment count n.

The bit width in the LSBs of coefficients in the ROM



TABLE IV
RESOURCE USAGE OF RELU

Prec. LUT FF BRAM DSP

ReLU
5,10 9 0 0 0
8,23 17 0 0 0

ReLU6
5,10 19 0 0 0
8,23 35 0 0 0

follows the heuristic suggested in [16], which is:

li = 2−ωf+i−1

To achieve faithful rounding, the requirement would be:

εapprox + εeval + εround ≤ 2−ωf

Since we set the approximation error bound in line 7 of
algorithm 1 to be 2−ωf−2, and the final rounding error is
2−ωf−1, our evaluation error budget would be 2−ωf−1. To
satisfy this goal, the bit width of the output of each stage of
the Horner form evaluation is set to:

ad = cd

ai = round(ci + x× ai+1, 2−ωf−i−g)

a0 = round(c0 + x× a1, 2−ωf )

where round(x, r), and g is a predetermined number of guard
bits to achieve faithful rounding.

Currently, generated operators are output in Xilinx HLS
C++ form factor, for the ease of integrating the cores into
other projects as IPs, e.g. [25]. However, there’s no limit
in the generator for supporting other output formats, e.g. to
use FloPoCo operators for the fixed-point evaluator. Along
with the generated core, we also generate the corresponding
test vector file. A C++ test bench was written to take these
test vector files and verify against the generated cores for
correctness in code generation. The operators are faithfully
rounded (ULP = 1) by construction, so testing for accuracy is
not the main purpose of this test bench.

VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In our experiment setups, the target device was set
to the Alpha-Data ADM-PCIE-7V3 board, featuring a
xc7vx690tffg1157-2 chip from Xilinx.

Unlike other generated functions, the ReLU and ReLU6
are generated from our older code base published in [26].
Generated codes are in Verilog RTL format, and the post-
placement and route results are shown here in table IV for the
sake of completeness.

The tool version used in the experiments was Xilinx Vivado
HLS 2016.2. NnCore is written in Python 3, while all the math
operations used within the algorithm were passed to Sollya
6.0 [24] for processing. Due to the lack of license for the
newer version of the Vivado tool (2017.1 and up), we were not
able to provide benchmark results for the newer half-precision
operators introduced since version 2017.1, as listed in table I
of section II. Hence, other than the atan(x) function which
is available from the tool, other HLS implementations used

as a baseline for comparisons were composted using primitive
operators as follows.
tanh(x) is given by either (ex − e−x)/(ex + e−x), or

sinh(x)/cosh(x). It’s derivative given by dtanh/dx = 1 −
tanh2(x) ; datan(x)/dx = 1/(1 + x2) ; sigmoid(x) =
1/(1 + e−x) and dsigmoid(x)/dx = e−x/(1 + e−x)2.

Since part of our algorithm is based on the work of [16],
comparison with the operators generated by it is also provided,
referred to as ”FloatApprox” in the tables. The source code
was downloaded from an obscure branch of FloPoCo [23]
named ”random”, at [27]. Since the version of FloPoCo on
that branch was marked as 2.5.0, we followed the installation
instruction of FloPoCo 2.5.0 and used FPLLL 3.0.12 library
and Sollya 3.0 as dependencies.

Resource usage and clock achieved after out-of-context
placement and route flow is presented. To find the maximum
achievable clock, we set an initial target clock period, decrease
the clock period at a 0.1ns step and re-iterate starting from
high-level synthesis, until the post-route timing target was
not met. The result with the highest clock speed achieved is
reported.

For the operators generated by ”FloatApprox”, which were
in VHDL RTL, we extracted the auto-generated out-of-
context synthesis and placement-and-route scripts from the
HLS projects, and applied to the generated VHDL.

Typically, generated cores give more all-rounded results on
both resource usage, design latency and clock speed when the
max power of polynomial is set to 3 or 4, hence results of
only these settings are provided in the experiments, but such
assumption may not hold true for every target functions. Table
V shows the design latency and post-placement and route
results of generated functions in single-precision. Numbers in
brackets are the results normalised by those of the reference
HLS design. The reader should bear in mind that, both ”Float-
Approx” and ”NnCore” generated cores are faithfully rounded
(ULP = 1), while the reference composed cores mostly have
lower accuracies, so it would be natural if generated cores
involve higher resource usage.

Note that for the single-precision configuration, ”FloatAp-
prox” failed to generate a design in 8 out of 12 setups, which
is significantly worse than the original results presented in
[16]. We tried our best effort to reach the author of [16], to
see if any specific dependencies might be needed, but without
success as of the time of writing. Yet we consider the results
presented here valid, since anyone following the same steps as
us would produce the same results, if no additional knowledge
on how to replicating the results in [16] is given.

From Table V we can see that composing the tanh(x) with
sinh(x)/cosh(x) could involve more than 2× the resource
required compare to using exp(x).

For tanh(x), d′tanh(x) and atan(x), both ”NnCore” and
”FloatApprox” generated designs use fewer slices, LUTs and
flip-flops than references, but more DSPs for atan(x) and
more BRAMs for all 3.

For d′atan(x), sigmoid(x) and d′sigmoid(x), slices and
LUTs used are about under 2× and flip-flops about 1×, with



TABLE V
POST-PLACE AND ROUTE RESULTS FOR SINGLE-PRECISION OPERATORS IN VIRTEX-7

Func. Impl. Spec. Lat. Slice LUT FF DSP BRAM SRL Clk.

tanh
HLS comp. exp 75 – 1098 – 2955 – 4123 – 14 – 0 143 – 517.9 –

sinh, cosh 117 (1.56) 2841 (2.59) 9210 (3.12) 8953 (2.17) 30 (2.14) 0 233 (1.63) 342.7 (0.66)

NnCore d = 3 63 (0.84) 555 (0.51) 1082 (0.37) 2282 (0.55) 5 (0.36) 4 243 (1.70) 359.6 (0.69)
d = 4 84 (1.12) 702 (0.64) 1109 (0.38) 3061 (0.74) 8 (0.57) 3 264 (1.85) 566.6 (1.09)

d’tanh
HLS comp. exp 97 – 1284 – 3342 – 4894 – 17 – 0 159 – 501.5 –

NnCore d = 3 66 (0.68) 495 (0.39) 1076 (0.32) 1808 (0.37) 8 (0.47) 28 350 (2.20) 337.6 (0.67)
d = 4 88 (0.91) 955 (0.74) 2740 (0.82) 2553 (0.52) 12 (0.71) 8 330 (2.08) 458.5 (0.91)

atan

HLS synth. – 124 – 2817 – 9414 – 8979 – 2 – 0 413 – 370.2 –

FloatApprox d = 3 40 (0.32) 562 (0.20) 1471 (0.16) 1590 (0.18) 6 (3.00) 3 362 (0.88) 244.4 (0.66)
d = 4 49 (0.40) 640 (0.23) 1753 (0.19) 1904 (0.21) 8 (4.00) 4 542 (1.31) 247.8 (0.67)

NnCore d = 3 79 (0.64) 758 (0.27) 1486 (0.16) 3065 (0.34) 6 (3.00) 2 270 (0.65) 554.3 (1.50)
d = 4 56 (0.45) 595 (0.21) 957 (0.10) 2677 (0.30) 7 (3.50) 4 203 (0.49) 393.1 (1.06)

d’atan

HLS comp. mul, div 51 – 479 – 1178 – 2195 – 3 – 0 53 – 548.5 –

FloatApprox d = 3 43 (0.84) 709 (1.48) 1918 (1.63) 1953 (0.89) 6 (2.00) 32 373 (7.04) 230.9 (0.42)
d = 4 51 (1.00) 679 (1.42) 1604 (1.36) 2295 (1.05) 8 (2.67) 22 576 (10.87) 232.1 (0.42)

NnCore d = 3 66 (1.29) 1911 (3.99) 6466 (5.49) 2098 (0.96) 6 (2.00) 11 358 (6.75) 402.1 (0.73)
d = 4 90 (1.76) 802 (1.67) 2143 (1.82) 2159 (0.98) 8 (2.67) 19 357 (6.74) 468.6 (0.85)

sigmoid
HLS comp. exp 75 – 722 – 1840 – 2771 – 7 – 0 90 – 511.5 –

NnCore d = 3 88 (1.17) 1373 (1.90) 3812 (2.07) 2978 (1.07) 9 (1.29) 30 367 (4.08) 419.1 (0.82)
d = 4 89 (1.19) 944 (1.31) 2423 (1.32) 3069 (1.11) 12 (1.71) 11 334 (3.71) 454.3 (0.89)

d’sigmoid
HLS comp. exp 83 – 764 – 1962 – 2986 – 10 – 0 121 – 523.6 –

NnCore d = 3 83 (1) 942 (1.23) 2338 (1.19) 2657 (0.89) 9 (0.90) 23 358 (2.96) 467.3 (0.89)
d = 4 88 (1.06) 795 (1.04) 1884 (0.96) 2426 (0.81) 12 (1.20) 13 335 (2.77) 465.3 (0.89)

the exception of d′atan(x) at degree = 3 for ”NnCore”.
In all functions except atan(x), generated cores uses be-

tween 1.7× to 6.75× the shift-registers for ”NnCore”, between
1.63× to 10.87× for ”FloatApprox”. On achievable clock
frequencies, most ”NnCore” generated designs run at about
0.7× to 1.5× the clock of reference designs.

Compare with ”FloatApprox”, ”NnCore” generated designs
use up to 65% fewer BRAMs, 63% fewer shift-registers, and
runs at up to 2.2× the clock speed at the same setting.
The clock speed advantage may be due to the fact that
”NnCore” generates HLS C++ code as output, enjoying better
optimisations during high-level synthesis.

Table VI shows the comparison between ”FloatApprox” and
”NnCore” generated functions at half-precision setting. As
mentioned above since no composite implementation is possi-
ble before Vivado HLS 2017.1, no reference implementation is
provided. In general, ”NnCore” generated cores required more
resources than that of ”FloatApprox” except for DSPs, while
being able to run at about 1.2× higher clock speed.

The higher resource usage is partly due to that when we
iterate for the highest clock achievable, we started from the
high-level synthesis step, which in turn tries to generate faster
circuits at a compromise of resource usage. To prove this, we
also provide a setup named ”NnCore-min” in table VI, where
we set the target clock to 250MHz and report the actual clock
and resource usage achieved.

At this setting ”NnCore” generated cores use comparable
number of slices and LUTs to ”FloatApprox” cores, up to 30%
fewer number of shift-registers in most cases, about 2× the
number of flip-flops in tanh(x), atan(x) and sigmoid(x), or
otherwise similar amount of flip-flops in d′tanh(x), d′atan(x)
and d′sigmoid(x). The clock speed achieved range from 12%
to 45% lower than that of ”FloatApprox” cores.

In addition to the latency and resource usage metrics same
as in table V, here we also listed the generators’ runtime on

our machine with an Intel Core i7-3820 CPU at 3.6GHz. For
”NnCore-min”, since re-run of core generations is not needed,
generator runtime for these entries was skipped in the table.

Normally this metric is not relevant as long as the generator
finishes in a reasonable amount of time, say within several
hours. However, during our experiments, we found that the
”FloatApprox” sometimes required an extensive amount of
time to run. For the functions tanh(x) and d′tanh(x), it
took up to 2.5 days to produce the generated operators.
This, together with the issue of failing to generate most
cores at single-precision, seriously hindered the use of the
”FloatApprox” generator. Comparatively, ”NnCore” generated
cores within a reasonable amount of time across all target
functions.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present NnCore, an open-source, pa-
rameterizable and extensible activation function generator for
FPGA based machine learning applications. NnCore allows
easy generation of non-linear functions that are common to
many different machine learning applications, with a goal
to further facilitate design reuse among the research com-
munity. NnCore constructs operators using piecewise fixed-
point minimax-polynomials and allows users to specify the
maximum polynomial power, bit widths of the exponent and
the significand as parameters.

Experimental results show that NnCore is capable of gen-
erating functions with a comparable number of slices, LUTs
and flip-flops usage, a fewer number of block RAMs and shift-
registers, and significantly higher clock frequencies compare
to a previous generic function generator. Generated cores are
faithfully rounded (ULP = 1), which is not available from
composited functions. NnCore also showed stability across
all generation settings, which is not shown in the previous
generator. The use of HLS C++ as output format also allows



TABLE VI
POST-PLACE AND ROUTE RESULTS FOR HALF-PRECISION OPERATORS IN
VIRTEX-7. ”FA” STANDS FOR ”FLOATAPPROX; ”NC” FOR ”NNCORE”;

”NCM” FOR ”NNCORE-MIN”.

F
U
N
C

Impl.
D
E
G

Lat.

S
L
I
C
E

L
U
T

FF
D
S
P

B
R
A
M

SRL Clk. Runtime

ta
nh

FA 3 22 105 252 375 3 0 87 542.0 2434 m 1 s
4 27 109 263 407 4 0 102 555.2 2476 m 16 s

NC 3 56 274 433 1108 3 0 121 656.2 1 m 18 s
4 62 315 508 1399 4 0 141 663.6 1 m 41 s

NCm 3 26 157 263 716 3 0 63 479.2 –
4 27 180 325 770 4 0 84 348.9 –

d’
ta

nh

FA 3 22 130 302 487 3 0 108 541.7 3652 m 27 s
4 27 135 334 522 4 0 140 561.2 3643 m 46 s

NC 3 56 227 468 894 3 0 137 644.7 1 m 51 s
4 66 278 573 1117 4 0 158 648.1 1 m 51 s

NCm 3 24 145 329 529 3 0 79 345.1 –
4 26 156 416 570 4 0 97 335.5 –

at
an

FA 3 22 99 241 370 3 0 81 550.1 22 s
4 27 113 270 419 4 0 108 554.6 40 s

NC 3 53 252 431 1012 3 0 118 634.5 2 m 2 s
4 60 295 504 1247 4 0 137 638.2 2 m 32 s

NCm 3 26 157 277 719 3 0 68 470.1 –
4 29 194 344 819 4 0 82 336.9 –

d’
at

an

FA 3 22 105 270 428 3 0 84 539.1 9 s
4 27 132 320 492 4 0 124 544.7 13 s

NC 3 59 218 454 815 3 0 135 644.3 17 m 37 s
4 67 257 530 997 4 0 154 635.7 54 m 41 s

NCm 3 26 148 327 527 3 0 85 362.2 –
4 29 178 386 590 4 0 100 325.8 –

si
gm

oi
d

FA 3 22 99 210 328 3 0 76 578.7 30 s
4 27 99 230 363 4 0 92 586.2 19 s

NC 3 66 320 653 1225 3 0 157 634.1 2 m 33 s
4 68 328 744 1258 4 0 165 628.5 3 m 23 s

NCm 3 26 165 444 602 3 0 84 317.1 –
4 32 199 470 668 4 2 110 334.9 –

d’
si

gm
oi

d FA 3 22 128 307 486 3 0 108 535.3 10 s
4 27 133 341 519 4 0 140 525.8 1 m 0 s

NC 3 53 199 418 833 3 0 133 644.7 6 m 7 s
4 63 256 500 1035 4 0 147 634.5 7 m 27 s

NCm 3 24 127 292 496 3 0 79 354.6 –
4 26 146 324 533 4 0 95 337.6 –

integration of cores into modern high-level workflow such as
Xilinx SDAccel, which is a unique feature.
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